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4. **Published periods from `a2perlc` are not available for comparison with newly detected periods for 4 variable stars. The corresponding new light curves are shown in the Figure 4.1**

   

4. **Published periods from `a2perlc` database, which are compared with new different periods for 14 variable stars. The corresponding light curves are shown in the Figure 4.2**

   

4. **Published periods from `a2perlc` database, which are compared with new harmonic periods for 15 variable stars. These light curves are shown in the Figure 4.3**

   

4. **Published periods `var3` compared with new periods for 200 variable stars with different periods. The corresponding light curves are shown in the Figure 4.4**

   

4. **Published periods from `var3` database compared with newly detected periods for 45 variable stars with nearly harmonic periods (double, triple or half etc.). The corresponding light curves are shown in the Figure 4.5**

   

5. **Newly detected periods and `CRTS` published periods for 44 variable stars. The corresponding phased light curves are shown in the Figure 5.2**

   

6. **The sequential application of MCS improves the detection by 5 – 6%**

